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“It’s Over For…”
-

"Low carb diets will ruin cereal consumption. General Mills will never grow again."
"American tastes have decidedly switched away from beer to cocktails and wine. Beer is in
secular decline so buy faster growth companies focused on spirits."
"Free software is here to stay. The Windows paradigm is over."
"GE is a structurally broken story.”
"The glory days of networking are over. The market has moved past companies like Cisco."

These were all common echoes made by many investors about stocks we’ve owned over the
years.
What is the common thread in these examples? A short-sighted obsession with near term earnings
growth while overlooking longer term cash generation and valuation. In short, many investors felt it
was “over” for these companies, at least from an investing standpoint.
In each case, the market was focused on short term product cycles and temporary problems.
Recency bias, or the tendency to subconsciously overweight most recent data in drawing
conclusions, plays a role. And as a consensus forms around bad news, what analyst or portfolio
manager wants to make brazen predictions that could involve embarrassment and significant
career risk, if incorrect. A negative price/news feedback loop usually develops, until the market just
seems to give up on the company.
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Biased Toward Growth?
Investors (particularly retail clients) tend to be hard wired to think: "Earnings growth is strong.
Company news is good. The stock has been going up. Let’s buy!" On the surface, this is intuitively
simple. Yet fewer investors have the mindset to craft a deeper, value based thesis: "Growth is
sluggish. The company has problems, but these problems are well known, and overly discounted
relative to its true value. Let's buy!"

Dividend Highlights

For sake of visualization, imagine a well-seasoned golfer who routinely shoots 10 over par (a
respectable score by most recreational standards). What if, for a couple rounds, he goes out to the
course and shoots 14 over par. Did he instantly become a 40% worse golfer? Probably not. And
what if you could somehow magically invest in this golfer’s game? If everyone seeking to invest in
him was only looking at recent rounds, the “stock” of his game would drop to that of a 14
handicap. But you know better. You know his game will return to form and his results will improve.
But perhaps more importantly, you are paying the price of a 14 handicap golfer but you could get
the results of a 10 handicap (when he becomes back to his old self). That’s value investing.

•

And so it was with many stocks we’ve owned over the years: General Mills, GE, Microsoft and
Cisco. In each case the market felt these companies somehow lost their luster and obsessed over
short term growth and ignored valuation. They had some bad "rounds". But great companies are
not static entities with finite end dates. They evolve, adapt and make the necessary adjustments to
regain favor.

•
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Berkshire Asset Management, LLC claims compliance with the Global Investment
Performance Standards (GIPS®). Berkshire Asset Management is a fee-based,
SEC registered advisory firm serving the portfolio management needs of institutional
and high-net worth clients. The Dividend Growth Composite contains portfolios
invested in Berkshire’s Dividend Growth Strategy with an equity allocation target of
90% - 100%. The Dividend Growth Strategy’s primary objective is to generate a
growing stream of equity income by investing in a diversified portfolio of equities
with stable, high, and growing dividends. The benchmark is the S&P 500 Index.
The index returns are provided to represent the investment environment existing
during the time periods shown. For comparison purposes, the index is fully
invested, does not include any trading costs, management fees, or other costs, and
the reinvestment of dividends and other distributions is assumed. An investor
cannot invest directly in an index. Gross returns are presented before management
and other fees but after all trading expenses. Net returns are calculated by
deducting actual management fees from gross returns. Returns reflect the
reinvestment of dividends and other earnings. Valuations are computed and
performance is reported in U.S. dollars. To receive a complete list of composite
descriptions and/or a compliant presentation, contact Jason Reilly, CFP® Tel: 570825-2600 or info@berkshiream.com. Past performance does not guarantee future
results.
Definitions: The S & P 500 Index is a market capitalization weighted index of the
largest 500 U.S. stocks. It is a market-value weighted index (stock price times # of
shares outstanding), with each stock’s weight in the index proportionate to its
market value. The index is designed to measure changes in the economy and is
representative of most major industries. You cannot invest directly in an index. Beta
is a measure of volatility vs. an index. Upside/Downside capture ratios refer to a
portfolios performance as a percentage of either positive returns (upside) or
negative returns (downside) vs. an index. Standard Deviation is a measure of total
risk. Alpha, Beta and capture ratios are represented as calculated by Morningstar.

Risks: Past performance does not guarantee future results. All investing carries risk
including risk of principal or income loss. Dividends are subject to change, are not
guaranteed, and may be cut. Investing based on dividends alone may not be
favorable as it does not include all material risks. There is no guarantee any stated
(or implied) portfolio or performance objective mentioned by Berkshire can be met.
Berkshire’s equity style may focus its investments in certain sectors or industries,
thereby increasing potential volatility relative to other strategies or indices.
Market Commentary, Aggregate Holdings, Securities, Sectors, Portfolio
Characteristics Mentioned: No statement made in this presentation shall construe
investment advice. This presentation is for informational purposes only. Views,
comments or research mentioned is not intended to be a forecast of future events.
The mention of any security or sector is not deemed as a recommendation to buy
or sell. Any reference to any security or sector is used to explain the portfolio
manager’s rationale for portfolio decisions or philosophy. Research or financial
statistics cited regarding securities or sectors do not contain all material information
about them. Any securities mentioned represent a partial list of holdings whereas
Berkshire portfolios typically contain approximately 30-40 securities in percentage
weightings ranging from 1-5%. A complete list of holdings from a representative
account is available upon request. Overall portfolio characteristics mentioned are
from a representative account deemed representative of the strategy; data may be
compiled from Bloomberg, Baseline or Berkshire estimates. Individual holdings,
performance and aggregate characteristics of actual portfolios may vary based on a
variety of factors including market conditions, timing of client cash flows and
manager discretion. This presentation contains Berkshire opinions and use of
Berkshire estimates which are subject to change at any time. Berkshire employees
may have personal positions in any securities or sectors mentioned. Charts,
presentations or articles may be obtained from third parties and Berkshire does not
guarantee their accuracy.
*Platform restrictions may apply. Preliminary returns are based on composite
estimates only. Individual accounts will vary.
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